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Abstract—Large-scale software systems (e.g., Amazon and
Dropbox) must be load tested to ensure that they can service
thousands or millions of concurrent requests every day. In this
technical briefing, we will describe the state of research and
practices in the area of load testing. We will focus on the
techniques used in the three phases of a load test: (1) designing
a load test, (2) executing a load test, and (3) analyzing the
results of a load test. This technical briefing is targeted at
load testing practitioners and software engineering researchers
interested in testing and analyzing the behavior of large-scale
software systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Large-scale software systems ranging from e-commerce
websites (e.g., Amazon) to telecommunication infrastructures
(e.g., BlackBerry) must support concurrent access to thousands
or millions of users. Failure to scale would cause catastrophic
problems and unfavorable media coverage (e.g., the launch
of HealthCare.gov [8] and the IPO of Facebook [5]). To
ensure the quality of these systems, load testing is a required
testing procedure in addition to conventional functional testing
procedures like unit testing and integration testing.

Load testing, in general, refers to the practice of assessing
the system behavior under load. A load is the rate of the
incoming requests to the system [4]. A typical load test uses
one or more load drivers that simultaneously send hundreds or
thousands of requests to the system under test (SUT). During
the course of a load test, the SUT is monitored and large
volumes of system behaviour data (counters and execution
logs) are recorded.

Load testing is a challenging task, as it requires a great
understanding of the SUT [11]. Practitioners face many chal-
lenges such as tooling (choosing and implementing the testing
tools), environments (software and hardware setup) and time
(limited time to design, test and analyze). Due to its critical
importance, industry has invested large amount of resources
into building tools and infrastructures for load testing (e.g.,
Apache JMeter [1] and LoadRunner [2]). There are also an
increasing number of research works done recently in the area
of load testing (e.g., [3], [6], [7], [10], [12]). Load testing
will become more important, as more services (e.g., Microsoft
Office 365 and Salesforce.com) are being offered in the cloud
to millions or even billions of users.

This technical briefing will cover the state of research
and practices in load testing large-scale software systems. It
is targeted at load testing practitioners as well as software
engineering researchers interested in testing and analyzing the
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Fig. 1: Overview of the Load Testing Process

behavior of large-scale software systems under load. In the
next section, we will present the outline of this technical
briefing.

II. OUTLINE OF THE TECHNICAL BRIEFING

This technical briefing will consist of five parts. Part One
will provide the background information about load testing.
Part Two, Three and Four will cover the techniques used in
the three phases of a load test as shown in Figure 1. Part Five
will present the challenges and opportunities in conducting
research on load testing.

Part One: Background

In this part, we will cover the background information
about load testing. We will start with the motivation of load
testing. Then we will describe the context and objectives
of load testing by comparing to other types of software
testing (e.g., functional testing, performance testing and stress



testing) and software performance engineering activities (e.g.,
benchmarking and performance tuning).

Part Two: Designing a Load Test

There are two general approaches to design a load test:

1) Designing realistic testing loads aims to design a load
test, which closely resembles the expected usage in the
field.

2) Designing fault-inducing testing loads aims to design a
load test, which is likely to reveal load-related problems.

In this part, we will explain various load design techniques
derived from the above two approaches. In addition, we will
also cover load design optimization and reduction techniques.

Part Three: Executing a Load Test

There are three general approaches to execute a load test:

1) Live-user based test executions hire human testers to
manually generate testing loads;

2) Driver based test executions use load drivers to auto-
matically generate testing loads; and

3) Emulation based test executions execute the load tests
on specialized platforms (e.g., CHESS [9]).

In this part, we will describe the test execution techniques
derived from the aforementioned three approaches.

Part Four: Analyzing a Load Test

During the course of a load test, there are two types of
system behavior data being recorded: metrics and execution
logs. Metrics can be functional related (e.g., number of pass
and failed requests) or performance related (e.g., CPU and
memory utilizations). Execution logs, which are generated
by debug statements embedded in the source code, record
software activities (e.g., item purchased) and runtime errors
(e.g., database connection timeout). There are three general
approaches to analyze the generated system behavior data:

1) Threshold based techniques verify the system behavior
data against some known threshold values (e.g., SLA or
the response time values from previous releases).

2) Pattern based techniques check the system behavior data
against known problems (e.g., analyzing memory usage
data for memory leaks).

3) Anomaly detection based techniques automatically learn
the “normal/expected” behavior from the past tests and
flag suspicious system behavior from the current test.

In this part, we will describe various load test analysis
techniques derived from the above three approaches.

Part Five: Future Directions

In this part, we will present the challenges and opportunities
in the area of load testing large-scale software systems.
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